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(54) METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING DEVICE FAULT

(57) The present invention relates to the communi-
cation field and discloses a method, an apparatus, and
a system for processing device faults, which are used to
recover the device fault in a timely manner and improve
user’s service experience. The processing method in-
cludes: receiving a connection deletion request message
sent by a network device in the case of a fault, where the
connection deletion request message includes a global

packet data network connection identifier FQ-CSID; lo-
cally deleting a packet data network PDN connection re-
lated to the FQ-CSID, or retaining a PDN connection re-
lated to the FQ-CSID and receiving downlink data corre-
sponding to the PDN connection; and performing a net-
work-triggered service recovery procedure. The solu-
tions provided in the present invention are applicable to
device fault recovery scenarios.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the communi-
cation field, and in particular, to a method, an apparatus,
and a system for processing device faults.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The core network of an evolved packet network
includes mainly such three logical function entities as an
MME (Mobility Management Entity, mobility manage-
ment entity), an S-GW (Serving Gateway, serving gate-
way), and a P-GW (Packet Data Network Gateway, pack-
et data network gateway). The MME is responsible for
NAS (Network Attached Storage, network attached stor-
age) signaling, NAS signaling encryption, roaming and
tracking functions, allocation of temporary user identities,
and security function. The MME corresponds to a control
plane part of an SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node,
serving GPRS support node) inside a UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System, universal mobile
telecommunications system). The S-GW is responsible
for local mobility anchor points, mobility anchor points in
the 3GPP (The 3rd Generation Partnership Project, the
3rd Generation Partnership Project) system, and lawful
interception of related information. The P-GW is respon-
sible for policy execution, charging, and lawful intercep-
tion of related functions.
[0003] A PDN (Packet Data Network, packet data net-
work) connection is a collection of one or multiple bearers
with the same access point name. The first bearer cre-
ated in the PDN connection establishment process is
called a default bearer. If the default bearer is deleted,
the PDN connection is deemed to be deleted.
[0004] A CSID (Connection Set Identifier) identifies a
set of PDN connections inside one node. A set of PDN
connections or PDP connections may belong to different
user equipments.
[0005] An FQ-CSID (Fully Qualified Connection Set
Identifier) globally identifies a CSID and is the combina-
tion of a CSID and the identifier of a node assigning the
CSID. The same CSID may be assigned to different
nodes. The FQ-CSID identifies the same CSID assigned
to different nodes. When a network device (MME or SG-
SN) encounters a fault, the network device sends the
FQ-CSID of the faulty network device to an S-GW by
using a connection deletion request message. The S-
GW forwards the received connection deletion request
message to a P-GW, where the message includes the
FQ-CSID of the network device. After receiving the con-
nection deletion request message, the P-GW retrieves
PDN connection context based on the received FQ-CSID
of the network device, confirms and deletes the affected
PDN connection from the local, and then returns a con-
nection deletion response message to the S-GW. The S-
GW retrieves PDN connection context based on the re-

ceived FQ-CSID of the network device, confirms and de-
letes the affected PDN connection from the local, and
after receiving the connection deletion response mes-
sage from the P-GW, returns the connection deletion re-
sponse message to the network device.
[0006] During the implementation of device fault
processing, the inventor finds that the prior art has at
least the following problems: The network device, S-GW,
and P-GW locally delete PDN connections correspond-
ing to the FQ-CSID of the network device synchronously,
but a user does not know that the PDN connections have
been deleted. Within the period from deletion of the PDN
connection to the user’s active communication with the
network, all services of the user equipment related to the
deleted PDN connection are unreachable, which severe-
ly affects user’s service experience.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method, an apparatus, and a system for processing
device faults, which are used to recover a PDN connec-
tion related to a device fault and improve user’s service
experience.
[0008] In order to achieve the foregoing objective, the
embodiments of the present invention adopt the following
technical solutions.
[0009] A method for processing device faults includes:
receiving a connection deletion request message sent
by a network device in the case of a fault, where the
connection deletion request message includes a global
packet data network connection identifier FQ-CSID; lo-
cally deleting a packet data network PDN connection re-
lated to the FQ-CSID, or retaining a PDN connection re-
lated to the FQ-CSID and receiving downlink data corre-
sponding to the PDN connection; and performing a net-
work-triggered service recovery procedure.
[0010] A serving gateway S-GW includes: a first re-
ceiving unit, configured to receive a connection deletion
request message sent by a network device in the case
of a fault, where the connection deletion request mes-
sage includes global packet data network connection
identifier information FQ-CSID; a connection processing
unit, configured to locally delete a packet data network
PDN connection related to the FQ-CSID, or retain a PDN
connection related to the FQ-CSID and receive downlink
data corresponding to the PDN connection; and a service
recovering unit, configured to perform a network-trig-
gered service recovery procedure.
[0011] A network device includes a sending unit and
at least one of a first receiving execution unit, a second
receiving execution unit, and a third receiving execution
unit. The sending unit is configured to send a connection
deletion request message to a serving gateway S-GW in
the case of a fault, where the connection deletion request
message includes a global packet data network connec-
tion identifier FQ-CSID. The first receiving execution unit
is configured to: when all packet data network PDN con-
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nections of a user equipment UE related to the fault are
locally deleted, receive a first message sent by the S-
GW, and trigger the UE to initiate an attach procedure.
The second receiving execution unit is configured to re-
ceive, when partial PDN connections of the UE related
to the fault are locally deleted, a second message sent
by the S-GW, and perform a PDN connection reestab-
lishment procedure. The third receiving execution unit is
configured to receive, when partial PDN connections of
the UE related to the fault are locally deleted, a third mes-
sage sent by the S-GW, and perform a network-triggered
service request procedure.
[0012] A user equipment UE includes a receiving unit
and an executing unit. The receiving unit is configured
to receive a paging message carrying a second identifier
sent by a network device. The executing unit is configured
to perform a service request procedure and reestablish
a PDN connection.
[0013] A system for processing device faults includes
a network device and a serving gateway S-GW. The net-
work device is configured to send a connection deletion
request message in the case of a fault, where the con-
nection deletion request message includes global packet
data network connection identifier information FQ-CSID.
[0014] The S-GW is configured to receive the connec-
tion deletion request message, locally delete a packet
data network PDN connection related to the FQ-CSID,
or retain a PDN connection related to the FQ-CSID and
receive downlink data sent by a packet data network
gateway P-GW and corresponding to the PDN connec-
tion, and perform a network-triggered service recovery
procedure. Embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide a method, an apparatus, and a system for process-
ing device faults. After a fault occurs on a network device,
a serving gateway S-GW, upon receiving a connection
deletion request message carrying an FQ-CSID, locally
deletes or retains a PDN connection related to the FQ-
CSID, and instructs, by sending a first message or a sec-
ond message or a third message to the network device,
the network device to trigger a UE to initiate an attach
procedure or to perform a PDN connection reestablish-
ment procedure or a service request procedure triggered
by a network side. The network device triggers the UE
to initiate the attach procedure, so that the UE reestab-
lishes all PDN connections of the UE; or the network de-
vice performs the PDN connection reestablishment pro-
cedure or the service request procedure triggered by a
network side for triggering the UE to reestablish partial
PDN connections of the UE related to the device fault.
In this way, the UE may be informed to recover the PDN
connections related to the device fault in a timely manner,
thereby implementing timely recovery of PDN connec-
tions related to the device fault and improving user’s serv-
ice experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0015] To describe the technical solutions in the em-

bodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly introduces the accompanying
drawings required for describing the embodiments or the
prior art. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the
following descriptions show merely some embodiments
of the present invention, and persons of ordinary skill in
the art may still derive other drawings from the accom-
panying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a method for
processing device faults according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of another method for
processing device faults according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of still another method
for processing device faults according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of yet another method
for processing device faults according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a network
device according to an embodiment of the present
invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a first
receiving execution unit of the network device shown
in FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a second
receiving execution unit of the network device shown
in FIG. 5;
FIG. 8 is another schematic structural diagram of a
second receiving execution unit of the network de-
vice shown in FIG. 5;
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a third
receiving execution unit of the network device shown
in FIG. 5;
FIG. 10 is another schematic structural diagram of
a third receiving execution unit of the network device
shown in FIG. 5;
FIG. 11 is a schematic structural diagram of a serving
gateway S-GW according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 12 is a schematic structural diagram of a service
recovering unit of the S-GW shown in FIG. 11;
FIG. 13 is a schematic structural diagram of a user
equipment UE according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 14 is a schematic structural diagram of an ex-
ecuting unit of the UE shown in FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 is a schematic structural diagram of a system
for processing device faults according to an embod-
iment of the present invention; and
FIG. 16 is a schematic structural diagram of another
system for processing device faults according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0016] The following clearly and completely describes
the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings
in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently,
the described embodiments are merely a part rather than
all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other
embodiments obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the
art based on the embodiments of the present invention
without creative efforts shall fall within the protection
scope of the present invention.

Embodiment 1

[0017] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for processing device faults. As shown
in FIG. 1, the method includes the following steps:

101. A network device, a serving gateway S-GW,
and a packet data network gateway P-GW locally
delete a PDN connection related to a device fault.

[0018] It should be noted that the network device in all
embodiments of the present invention is an MME (Mo-
bility Management Entity, mobility management entity)
or an SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node, serving
GPRS support node).
[0019] 102. The S-GW determines whether all or par-
tial PDN connections of a user equipment UE are locally
deleted by the network device. If all PDN connections
are locally deleted by the network device, steps 103a-
105a are performed. If partial PDN connections are lo-
cally deleted by the network device, steps 103b-105b are
performed.
[0020] 103a. The S-GW sends a first message to the
network device, where the first message is used to in-
struct the network device to trigger the UE to initiate an
attach procedure; and the network device receives the
first message.
[0021] Specifically, after determining that all PDN con-
nections of the UE are deleted by the network device,
the S-GW sends a first message to the network device,
for instructing the network device to trigger the UE to
initiate an attach procedure. Preferably, the first message
carries a first identifier. Further, preferably, the first iden-
tifier is an IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identifi-
cation Number, international mobile subscriber identifi-
cation number).
[0022] 104a. The network device triggers the UE to
initiate the attach procedure.
[0023] Specifically, the network device sends a paging
message to the UE, for triggering the UE to initiate an
attach procedure to reestablish all PDN connections
(PDN connections related to the device fault and deleted
by the network side); the paging message carries a first
identifier, and the paging message carrying the first iden-
tifier is used to instruct the UE to initiate an attach pro-

cedure. Preferably, the first identifier is an IMSI.
[0024] 105a. The UE initiates the attach procedure.
[0025] Specifically, after receiving the paging message
from the network device and detecting that the message
carries the first identifier, the UE initiates an attach pro-
cedure to reestablish all PDN connections of the UE.
[0026] 103b. The S-GW sends a third message to the
network device, where the third message is used to trig-
ger the network device to perform a service request pro-
cedure triggered by the network side; and the network
device receives the third message.
[0027] Specifically, when determining that the UE is in
idle state, the S-GW sends the third message to the net-
work device, for triggering the network device to perform
the service request procedure triggered by the network
side.
[0028] If the UE is in connected state, the third mes-
sage carries instruction information for instructing the
network device to change the UE from connected state
to idle state.
[0029] It should be noted that in all embodiments of
the present invention, for the S-GW, if a saved UE context
does not have available downlink user plane information,
the S-GW is capable of determining that the UE is in idle
state, and the third message does not carry the above
instruction information. In this case, the third message is
only used to trigger the network device to perform the
service request message triggered by the network side.
[0030] 104b. The network device performs the service
request procedure triggered by the network side.
[0031] Specifically, after the network device receives
the third message, if the UE is in idle state, the network
device sends a paging message to the UE, where the
paging message is added with a second identifier, and
the paging message carrying the second identifier is used
to instruct the UE to perform the service request proce-
dure. Preferably, the second identifier is an S-TMSI
(Serving Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity, serving
temporary mobile subscriber identity).
[0032] If the network device has the capability of de-
tecting the UE state (including connected state and idle
state), the network device changes the UE from connect-
ed state to idle state when detecting that the UE is in
connected state. Or, no matter whether the network de-
vice has the capability of detecting the UE state, the net-
work device is capable of obtaining the UE state accord-
ing to the third message received from the S-GW. Spe-
cifically, the network device receives the third message
carrying instruction information sent by the S-GW, where
the instruction information is used to instruct the network
device to change the UE from connected state to idle
state. In this case, the network changes the UE from con-
nected state to idle state.
[0033] If the network device is an MME, when the UE
is in connected state, the connection between the MME
and a base station is an S 1 connection. In this case, the
MME may change the UE from connected state to idle
state by releasing the S1 connection. If the network de-
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vice is an SGSN, when the UE is in connected state, the
connection between the SGSN and a radio network con-
troller is an Iu connection. In this case, the SGSN may
change the UE from connected state to idle state by re-
leasing the Iu connection.
[0034] The following description is based on an exam-
ple of releasing an S 1 connection by the MME.
[0035] The MME sends an S1 connection release re-
quest message to the base station, requesting release
of the S1 connection. After receiving the request mes-
sage, the base station releases the S1 connection and
returns an S1 connection release confirmation message
to the MME, indicating the completion of the release of
the S 1 connection of the MME. After the S 1 connection
of the MME is released, the MME changes the UE from
connected state to idle state.
[0036] 105b. The UE performs the service request pro-
cedure and reestablishes partial PDN connections.
[0037] Specifically, after receiving the paging message
carrying a second identifier, the UE initiates the service
request procedure to the network device. In the service
request procedure, the UE performs bearer synchroni-
zation with the network device to determine the partial
PDN connections deleted by the network device, and
then locally deletes the corresponding partial PDN con-
nections. After deleting the partial PDN connections, the
UE re-initiates a PDN connection establishment proce-
dure to reestablish partial PDN connections.
[0038] The following uses bearer synchronization be-
tween the MME and the UE as an example to describe
how the UE determines the partial PDN connections de-
leted by the network device.
[0039] After receiving a service request message from
the UE, the MME triggers recovery of a corresponding
radio bearer according to UE bearer information stored
on the MME. Because a device fault causes the MME to
delete partial PDN connections related to the device fault,
the radio bearer corresponding to the partial PDN con-
nections (PDN connections related to the device fault
and deleted by the network side) cannot be recovered.
Therefore, in the service request procedure, if a radio
bearer corresponding to the PDN connection bearer
stored on the UE is not recovered, the UE is capable of
determining that the PDN connection has been deleted
by the network side, and thereby locally deletes the un-
recovered PDN connection.
[0040] It should be noted that in the embodiment of the
present invention, the partial PDN connections that need
to be reestablished by the UE are the partial PDN con-
nections of the UE related to the device fault.
[0041] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for processing device faults. After a fault
occurs on a network device, a serving gateway S-GW,
upon receiving of a connection deletion request message
carrying an FQ-CSID, locally deletes a PDN connection
related to the FQ-CSID, and instructs, by sending a first
message or a third message to the network device, the
network device to trigger a UE to initiate an attach pro-

cedure or to perform a service request procedure trig-
gered by a network side. The network device triggers the
UE to initiate an attach procedure, so that the UE rees-
tablishes all PDN connections of the UE; or the network
device performs the service request procedure triggered
by the network side for triggering the UE to reestablish
partial PDN connections of the UE related to the device
fault. In this way, after a fault occurs on the network de-
vice, the PDN connections related to the device fault can
be recovered in a timely manner, which improves user’s
service experience.

Embodiment 2

[0042] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for processing device faults. As shown
in FIG. 2, the method includes the following steps:

201. A network device locally deletes a PDN con-
nection related to a device fault, and a serving gate-
way S-GW and a packet data network gateway P-
GW temporarily retain the PDN connection related
to the device fault.

[0043] Specifically, the network device locally deletes
all PDN connections related to the device fault, and the
S-GW and P-GW temporarily retain these PDN connec-
tions related to the device fault and use a special flag to
mark these PDN connections related to the device fault.
Preferably, a timer is used as a special flag to mark all
PDN connections related to the device fault. If the timer
expires, the S-GW and P-GW locally delete these PDN
connections related to the device fault.
[0044] 202. The S-GW receives downlink data corre-
sponding to the PDN connection.
[0045] 203. The S-GW determines whether all or par-
tial PDN connections of a user equipment UE are locally
deleted by the network device. If all PDN connections
are locally deleted by the network device, steps 204a-
206a are performed. If partial PDN connections are lo-
cally deleted by the network device, steps 204b-206b are
performed.
[0046] 204a. The S-GW sends a first message to the
network device, where the first message is used to in-
struct the network device to trigger the UE to initiate an
attach procedure; and the network device receives the
first message.
[0047] Specifically, after determining that all PDN con-
nections of the UE are locally deleted by the network
device, the S-GW sends a first message to the network
device, for instructing the network device to trigger the
UE to initiate an attach procedure to reestablish all PDN
connections of the UE. Preferably, the first message car-
ries a first identifier. Further, preferably, the first identifier
is an IMSI.
[0048] It should be noted that the S-GW may determine
whether all PDN connections of the UE are locally deleted
by the network device by using the special flag in step
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201.
[0049] 205a. The network device triggers the UE to
initiate the attach procedure.
[0050] Specifically, the network device sends a paging
message to the UE, for triggering the UE to initiate an
attach procedure to reestablish the deleted PDN connec-
tions; the paging message carries the first identifier, and
the paging message carrying the first identifier is used
to instruct the UE to initiate an attach procedure. Prefer-
ably, the first identifier is an IMSI.
[0051] 206a. The UE initiates the attach procedure.
[0052] Specifically, after receiving the paging message
from the network device and detecting that the message
carries the first identifier, the UE initiates an attach pro-
cedure to reestablish all PDN connections of the UE.
[0053] 204b. The S-GW sends a third message to the
network device, where the third message is used to trig-
ger the network device to perform a service request pro-
cedure triggered by a network side; and the network de-
vice receives the third message.
[0054] Specifically, when determining that the UE is in
idle state, the S-GW sends the third message to the net-
work device, for triggering the network device to perform
the service request procedure triggered by the network
side.
[0055] If the UE is in connected state, the third mes-
sage carries instruction information for instructing the
network device to change the UE from connected state
to idle state.
[0056] 205b. The network device performs the service
request procedure triggered by the network side.
[0057] Specifically, after the network device receives
the third message, if the UE is in idle state, the network
device sends a paging message to the UE, where the
paging message is added with a second identifier, for
instructing the UE to perform the service request proce-
dure. Preferably, the second identifier is an S-TMSI.
[0058] If the network device has the capability of de-
tecting the UE state (including the connected state and
idle state), the network device changes the UE from con-
nected state to idle state when detecting that the UE is
in connected state. Or, no matter whether the network
device has the capability of detecting the UE state, the
network device is capable of obtaining the UE state ac-
cording to the third message received from the S-GW.
Specifically, the network device receives the third mes-
sage carrying instruction information sent by the S-GW,
where the instruction information is used to instruct the
network device to change the UE from connected state
to idle state. In this case, the network changes the UE
from connected state to idle state.
[0059] If the network device is an MME, when the UE
is in connected state, the connection between the MME
and a base station is an S 1 connection. In this case, the
MME may change the UE from connected state to idle
state by releasing the S1 connection. If the network de-
vice is an SGSN, when the UE is in connected state, the
connection between the SGSN and a radio network con-

troller is an Iu connection. In this case, the SGSN may
change the UE from connected state to idle state by re-
leasing the Iu connection.
[0060] 206b. The UE performs the service request pro-
cedure and reestablishes partial PDN connections.
[0061] Specifically, after receiving the paging message
carrying a second identifier, the UE initiates the service
request procedure to the network device. In the service
request procedure, the UE performs bearer synchroni-
zation with the network device to determine the partial
PDN connections deleted by the network device, and
then locally deletes the corresponding partial PDN con-
nections, and re-initiates the PDN connection establish-
ment procedure to reestablish the partial PDN connec-
tions. It should be noted that after the partial PDN con-
nections are reestablished successfully, and a special
flag locally used by the S-GW and P-GW to mark a tem-
porarily retained PDN connection related to the device
fault is still valid, the S-GW locally deletes the temporarily
retained PDN connection related to the device fault and
informs the P-GW to delete the temporarily retained PDN
connection related to the device fault. For example, the
S-GW and P-GW use a timer (as a special flag) to mark
a temporarily retained PDN connection related to the de-
vice fault. Before the timer expires, when the S-GW re-
ceives downlink data response information, the S-GW
locally deletes the temporarily retained PDN connection
related to the device fault, and informs the P-GW to delete
the temporarily retained PDN connection related to the
device fault.
[0062] It should be noted that in the embodiment of the
present invention, the partial PDN connections that need
to be reestablished by the UE are the partial PDN con-
nections related to the network device fault.
[0063] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for processing device faults. After a fault
occurs on the network device, a serving gateway S-GW,
upon receiving a connection deletion request message
carrying an FQ-CSID, temporarily retains a PDN connec-
tion related to the FQ-CSID, and sends a first message
or a third message to the network device, for instructing
the network device to trigger a UE to initiate an attach
procedure or to perform a service request procedure trig-
gered by a network side. The network device triggers the
UE to initiate an attach procedure, so that the UE initiates
the attach procedure and reestablishes all PDN connec-
tions of the UE; or the network device performs the serv-
ice request procedure triggered by the network side for
triggering the UE to reestablish partial PDN connections
of the UE related to the device fault. In this way, after a
fault occurs on the network device, the PDN connections
related to the device fault can be recovered in a timely
manner, which improves user’s service experience.

Embodiment 3

[0064] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for processing device faults. As shown
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in FIG. 3, the method includes the following steps:

301. A network device, a serving gateway S-GW,
and a packet data network gateway P-GW locally
delete a PDN connection related to a device fault.
302. The S-GW determines whether all or partial
PDN connections of a user equipment UE are locally
deleted by the network device. If all PDN connections
are locally deleted by the network device, steps
303a-305a are performed. If partial PDN connec-
tions are locally deleted by the network device, steps
303b-305b are performed.
303a. The S-GW sends a first message to the net-
work device, where the first message is used to in-
struct the network device to trigger the UE to initiate
an attach procedure; and the network device re-
ceives the first message.

[0065] Specifically, after determining that all PDN con-
nections of the UE are deleted by the network device,
the S-GW sends a first message to the network device,
for instructing the network device to trigger the UE to
initiate an attach procedure to reestablish all PDN con-
nections of the UE. Preferably, the first message carries
a first identifier. Further, preferably, the first identifier is
an IMSI.
[0066] 304a. The network device triggers the UE to
initiate the attach procedure.
[0067] Specifically, the network device sends a paging
message to the UE, for triggering the UE to initiate an
attach procedure to reestablish all PDN connections; the
paging message carries the first identifier, and the paging
message carrying the first identifier is used to instruct the
UE to initiate an attach procedure. Preferably, the first
identifier is an IMSI.
[0068] 305a. The UE initiates the attach procedure.
[0069] Specifically, after receiving the paging message
from the network device and detecting that the message
carries the first identifier, the UE initiates an attach pro-
cedure to reestablish all PDN connections of the UE.
[0070] 303b. The S-GW sends a second message to
the network device, where the second message is used
to instruct the network device to perform a PDN connec-
tion reestablishment procedure; and the network device
receives the second message.
[0071] Specifically, the S-GW sends the second mes-
sage to the network device, for instructing the network
device to perform the PDN connection reestablishment
procedure. The second message carries a default bearer
identifier corresponding to the partial PDN connections
of the UE related to the device fault.
[0072] 304b. The network device performs the PDN
connection reestablishment procedure.
[0073] Specifically, when the UE is in connected state,
after the network device receives the second message
and detects the default bearer identifier corresponding
to the partial PDN connections in the second message,
the network device sends a request message to the UE

in connected state, for instructing the UE to reestablish
the partial PDN connections, where the request message
carries the default bearer identifier that is used to indicate
the partial PDN connections. Preferably, the request
message also carries a cause value "reactivate".
[0074] If the UE is in idle state, the network device
changes the UE from idle state to connected state. Spe-
cifically, the network device sends a paging message to
the UE, where the paging message carries a second
identifier, for instructing the UE to perform the service
request procedure. Preferably, the second identifier is an
S-TMSI. After receiving the paging message carrying a
second identifier, the UE performs the service request
procedure and sends a service request procedure re-
quest message to the network device. The network de-
vice receives the service request procedure request mes-
sage from the UE and changes the UE from idle state to
connected state. After changing the UE from idle state
to connected state, the network device sends a request
message to the UE in connected state, for instructing the
UE to reestablish partial PDN connections. 305b. The
UE initiates a PDN connection establishment procedure.
[0075] Specifically, according to step 304b, after the
UE receives the request message for instructing the UE
to reestablish partial PDN connections from the network
device, where the request message carries a default
bearer identifier that is used to indicate partial PDN con-
nections, the UE learns from the request information that
partial PDN connections are deleted by the network side
and obtains the default bearer identifier for the partial
PDN connections. The UE locally deletes the partial PDN
connections and initiates the PDN connection establish-
ment procedure to reestablish the partial PDN connec-
tions.
[0076] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for processing device faults. After a fault
occurs on a network device, a serving gateway S-GW,
upon receiving a connection deletion request message
carrying an FQ-CSID, locally deletes a PDN connection
related to the FQ-CSID, and instructs, by sending a first
message or a second message to the network device,
the network device to trigger a UE to initiate an attach
procedure or to perform a PDN connection reestablish-
ment procedure. The network device triggers the UE to
initiate an attach procedure, so that the UE initiates the
attach procedure to reestablish all PDN connections of
the UE, or the network device performs the PDN connec-
tion reestablishment procedure for triggering the UE to
initiate the PDN connection establishment procedure to
reestablish partial PDN connections of the UE related to
the device fault. In this way, after a fault occurs on the
network device, the PDN connections related to the de-
vice fault can be recovered in a timely manner, which
improves user’s service experience.

Embodiment 4

[0077] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
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vides a method for processing device faults. As shown
in FIG. 4, the method includes the following steps:

401. A network device locally deletes a PDN con-
nection related to a device fault, and a serving gate-
way S-GW and a packet data network gateway P-
GW temporarily retain the PDN connection related
to the device fault.

[0078] Specifically, the network device locally deletes
the PDN connection related to the device fault, and the
S-GW and P-GW temporarily retain the PDN connection
related to the device fault and use a special flag to mark
the PDN connection related to the device fault. Prefera-
bly, a timer is used as a special flag to mark all PDN
connections related to the device fault.
[0079] 402. The S-GW receives downlink data corre-
sponding to the PDN connection.
[0080] 403. The S-GW determines that all or partial
PDN connections of a user equipment UE are locally de-
leted by the network device. If all PDN connections of
the UE are locally deleted by the network device, steps
404a-406a are performed. If partial PDN connections are
locally deleted by the network device, steps 404b-406b
are performed.
[0081] 404a. The S-GW sends a first message to the
network device, where the first message is used to in-
struct the network device to trigger the UE to initiate an
attach procedure; and the network device receives the
first message.
[0082] Specifically, after determining that all PDN con-
nections of the UE are locally deleted by the network
device, the S-GW sends a first message to the network
device, for instructing the network device to trigger the
UE to initiate an attach procedure to reestablish all PDN
connections of the UE. Preferably, the first message car-
ries a first identifier. Further, preferably, the first identifier
is an IMSI.
[0083] It should be noted that the S-GW may determine
whether all PDN connections of the UE are locally deleted
by the network device by using the special flag in step
401.
[0084] 405a. The network device triggers the UE to
initiate the attach procedure.
[0085] Specifically, the network device sends a paging
message to the UE, for triggering the UE to initiate an
attach procedure to reestablish all PDN connections of
the UE. The paging message carries the first identifier.
The paging message carrying the first identifier is used
to instruct the UE to initiate an attach procedure. Prefer-
ably, the first identifier is an IMSI.
[0086] 406a. The UE initiates the attach procedure.
[0087] Specifically, after receiving the paging message
from the network device and detecting that the message
carries the first identifier, the UE initiates an attach pro-
cedure to reestablish all PDN connections of the UE.
[0088] 404b. The S-GW sends a second message to
the network device, where the second message is used

to instruct the network device to perform a PDN connec-
tion reestablishment procedure; and the network device
receives the second message.
[0089] Specifically, the S-GW sends the second mes-
sage to the network device, for instructing the network
device to perform the PDN connection reestablishment
procedure. The second message carries a default bearer
identifier corresponding to the partial PDN connections
of the UE related to the device fault.
[0090] 405b. The network device performs the PDN
connection reestablishment procedure.
[0091] Specifically, when the UE is in connected state,
after the network device receives the second message
and detects the default bearer identifier corresponding
to the partial PDN connections in the second message,
the network device sends a request message to the UE
in connected state, for instructing the UE to reestablish
the partial PDN connections. The request message car-
ries the default bearer identifier that is used to indicate
the partial PDN connections. Preferably, the request
message also carries a cause value "reactivate".
[0092] If the UE is in idle state, the network device
changes the UE from idle state to connected state. Spe-
cifically, the network device sends a paging message to
the UE, where the paging message carries a second
identifier, for instructing the UE to perform the service
request procedure. Preferably, the second identifier is an
S-TMSI. After receiving the paging message carrying a
second identifier, the UE performs the service request
procedure and sends a service request procedure re-
quest message to the network device. The network de-
vice receives the service request procedure request mes-
sage from the UE and changes the UE from idle state to
connected state. After changing the UE from idle state
to connected state, the network device sends a request
message to the UE in connected state, for instructing the
UE to reestablish partial PDN connections. 406b. The
UE initiates a PDN connection establishment procedure.
[0093] Specifically, according to step 405b, after the
UE receives the request message for instructing the UE
to reestablish partial PDN connections from the network
device, where the request message carries a default
bearer identifier that is used to indicate partial PDN con-
nections, the UE learns from the request information that
partial PDN connections are deleted by the network de-
vice and obtains the default bearer identifier for the partial
PDN connections. The UE locally deletes the partial PDN
connections and initiates a PDN connection establish-
ment procedure to reestablish the partial PDN connec-
tions.
[0094] It should be noted that after the deleted PDN
connections are reestablished successfully, and the spe-
cial flag locally used by the S-GW and P-GW to mark the
temporarily retained PDN connection related to the de-
vice fault is still valid, the S-GW locally deletes tempo-
rarily retained PDN connections related to the device fault
and informs the P-GW to locally delete the temporarily
retained PDN connections related to the device fault. For
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example, the S-GW and P-GW use a timer (as a special
flag) to mark the PDN connections related to the device
fault that are temporarily retained. Before the timer ex-
pires, when the S-GW receives downlink data response
information, the S-GW locally deletes the temporarily re-
tained PDN connections related to the device fault, and
informs the P-GW to locally delete the temporarily re-
tained PDN connections related to the device fault.
[0095] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a method for processing device faults. After a fault
occurs on the network device, a serving gateway S-GW,
upon receiving a connection deletion request message
carrying an FQ-CSID, temporarily retains a PDN connec-
tion related to the FQ-CSID, and instructs, by sending a
first message or a second message to the network de-
vice, the network device to perform a PDN connection
reestablishment procedure or a service request proce-
dure triggered by a network side. The network device
triggers the UE to initiate an attach procedure or is in-
formed to perform a PDN connection reestablishment
procedure. The network device triggers the UE to initiate
an attach procedure, and the UE triggers the attach pro-
cedure to reestablish all PDN connections of the UE; or
the network device performs a PDN connection reestab-
lishment procedure for triggering the UE to reestablish
partial PDN connections related to the device fault of the
UE. In this way, after a fault occurs on the network device,
the PDN connections related to the device fault can be
recovered in a timely manner, which improves user’s
service experience.
[0096] The present invention further provides an ap-
paratus corresponding to the above device fault process-
ing method.
[0097] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a network device. As shown in FIG. 5, the device
includes a sending unit 51 and at least one of a first re-
ceiving execution unit 52, a second receiving execution
unit 53, and a third receiving execution unit 54.
[0098] The sending unit 51 is configured to send a con-
nection deletion request message to a serving gateway
S-GW in the case of a fault, where the connection deletion
request message includes a global packet data network
connection identifier FQ-CSID.
[0099] The first receiving execution unit 52 is config-
ured to receive, when all packet data network PDN con-
nections of a user equipment UE related to the fault are
locally deleted, a first message sent by the S-GW, and
trigger the UE to initiate an attach procedure.
[0100] The second receiving execution unit 53 is con-
figured to receive, when partial PDN connections of the
UE related to the fault are locally deleted, a second mes-
sage sent by the S-GW, and perform a PDN connection
reestablishment procedure.
[0101] The third receiving execution unit 54 is config-
ured to receive, when partial PDN connections of the UE
related to the fault are locally deleted, a third message
sent by the S-GW, and perform a service request proce-
dure triggered by a network side.

[0102] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 6, the first receiv-
ing execution unit includes a first receiving module 521
and a first executing module 522.
[0103] The first receiving module 521 is configured to
receive the first message sent by the S-GW.
[0104] The first executing module 522 is configured to
send a paging message carrying a first identifier, for trig-
gering the UE to initiate an attach procedure.
[0105] The paging message carrying a first identifier
is used to instruct the UE to initiate an attach procedure.
[0106] As shown in FIG. 7, the second receiving exe-
cution unit includes a second receiving module 531 and
a second executing module 532.
[0107] The second receiving module 531 is configured
to receive the second message sent by the S-GW, where
the second message carries a default bearer identifier
corresponding to partial PDN connections.
[0108] The second executing module 532 is configured
to send a request message to the UE for instructing the
UE to reestablish the partial PDN connections, where the
request message carries a default bearer identifier that
is used to indicate the partial PDN connections.
[0109] As shown in FIG. 8, the second receiving exe-
cution unit 53 further includes:

an idle-to-connected module 533, configured to
change, before the second executing module 532
sends the request message to the UE for instructing
the UE to reestablish partial PDN connections, the
UE from idle state to connected state when the UE
is in idle state.

[0110] Specifically, when the UE is in idle state, the
idle-to-connected module 533 sends a paging message
carrying a second identifier to the UE, where the paging
message carrying a second identifier is used to instruct
the UE to perform a service request procedure; receives
a service request procedure request message sent by
the UE after the UE receives the paging message; and
changes the UE from idle state to connected state.
[0111] As shown in FIG. 9, the third receiving execution
unit includes a third receiving module 541 and a third
executing module 542.
[0112] The third receiving module 541 is configured to
receive the third message sent by the S-GW. Preferably,
the third message carries instruction information that is
used to trigger the network device to change the UE from
connected state to idle state.
[0113] The third executing module 542 is configured
to send a paging message carrying a second identifier
to the UE, where the paging message carrying a second
identifier is used to instruct the UE to perform a service
request procedure.
[0114] As shown in FIG. 10, the third receiving execu-
tion unit 54 further includes:

a connected-to-idle module 543, configured to
change, before the third executing module 542
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sends the paging message carrying a second iden-
tifier to the UE, the UE from connected state to idle
state when the UE is in connected state.

[0115] Specifically, if the network device is an MME,
when the UE is in connected state, the connected-to-idle
module 543 releases an S1 connection so that the UE
changes from connected state to idle state.
[0116] If the network device is an SGSN, when the UE
is in connected state, the connected-to-idle module 543
releases an Iu connection so that the UE changes from
connected state to idle state.
[0117] As shown in FIG. 11, a serving gateway S-GW
includes:

a first receiving unit 111, configured to receive a con-
nection deletion request message sent by a network
device in the case of a fault, where the connection
deletion request message includes a global packet
data network connection identifier FQ-CSID;
a connection processing unit 112, configured to lo-
cally delete a packet data network PDN connection
related to the FQ-CSID, or retain a PDN connection
related to the FQ-CSID and receive downlink data
corresponding to the PDN connection; and
a service recovering unit 113, configured to perform
a network-triggered service recovery procedure.

[0118] As shown in FIG. 12, the service recovering unit
113 includes a determining subunit 1131 and an execut-
ing subunit 1132.
[0119] The determining subunit 1131 is configured to
determine, according to the FQ-CSID, whether all PDN
connections of a user equipment UE related to the fault
are locally deleted by the network device or partial PDN
connections of the UE related to the fault are locally de-
leted by the network device.
[0120] The executing subunit 1132 is configured to
send, when the determining subunit 1131 determines
that all PDN connections of the UE are locally deleted by
the network device, a first message to the network device
for instructing the network device to trigger the UE to
initiate an attach procedure. Or,
when the determining subunit 1131 determines that par-
tial PDN connections of the UE are locally deleted by the
network device, the executing subunit 1132 is configured
to send a second message to the network device for in-
structing the network device to perform a PDN connec-
tion reestablishment procedure, where the second mes-
sage carries a default bearer identifier corresponding to
the partial PDN connections that need to be reestab-
lished; or is configured to send a third message to the
network device for instructing the network device to per-
form a service request procedure triggered by a network
side.
[0121] As shown in FIG. 13, a user equipment UE in-
cludes:

a receiving unit 131, configured to receive a paging
message carrying a second identifier sent by a net-
work device, where the paging message carrying a
second identifier is used to instruct the UE to perform
a service request procedure; and
an executing unit 132, configured to perform a serv-
ice request procedure and reestablish a PDN con-
nection.

[0122] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 14, the executing
unit 132 includes a synchronizing module 1321 and a
reestablishing module 1322.
[0123] The synchronizing module 1321 is configured
to perform bearer synchronization with the network de-
vice and determine a PDN connection that need to be
reestablished.
[0124] The reestablishing module 1322 is configured
to initiate a PDN connection establishment procedure to
reestablish the PDN connection that need to be reestab-
lished.
[0125] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides an apparatus for processing device faults. After a
fault occurs on a network device, a serving gateway S-
GW, upon receiving a connection deletion request mes-
sage carrying an FQ-CSID, locally deletes or retains a
PDN connection related to the FQ-CSID, and instructs,
by sending a first message or a second message or a
third message to the network device, the network device
to trigger the UE to initiate an attach procedure or to per-
form a PDN connection reestablishment procedure or a
service request procedure triggered by a network side.
The network device triggers the UE to initiate an attach
procedure to reestablish all PDN connections of the UE;
or the network device performs the PDN connection re-
establishment procedure or the service request proce-
dure triggered by the network side for triggering the UE
to reestablish the partial PDN connections of the UE re-
lated to the device fault. In this way, the UE may be in-
formed to recover the PDN connections related to the
device fault in a timely manner, thereby implementing
timely recovery of PDN connections related to the device
fault and improving user’s service experience.
[0126] As shown in FIG. 15, a system for processing
device faults includes a network device 161 and a serving
gateway S-GW 162. Specifically, the network device 161
is configured to send a connection deletion request mes-
sage in the case of a fault, where the connection deletion
request message includes a global packet data network
connection identifier FQ-CSID.
[0127] The S-GW 162 is configured to receive the con-
nection deletion request message, locally delete a packet
data network PDN connection related to the FQ-CSID,
or retain a PDN connection related to the FQ-CSID and
receive downlink data sent by a packet data network
gateway P-GW and corresponding to the PDN connec-
tion, and send a message to the network device for in-
structing the network device to perform a network-trig-
gered service recovery procedure.
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[0128] As shown in FIG. 16, the system for processing
device faults further includes a user equipment UE 163.
[0129] Specifically, the performing, by the S-GW 162,
a network-trigger service recovery procedure includes:
when the network device 161 locally deletes all PDN con-
nections of the UE 163 related to the fault, sending, by
the S-GW 162, a first message to the network device
161; receiving, by the network device 161, the first mes-
sage; sending, by the network device 161, a paging mes-
sage carrying a first identifier to the UE 163, where the
paging message carrying a first identifier is used to trigger
the UE 163 to initiate an attach procedure; and initiating,
by the UE 163, an attach procedure; or,
when the network device 161 locally deletes partial PDN
connections of the UE 163 related to the fault, sending,
by the S-GW 162, a second message to the network de-
vice 161, where the second message carries a default
bearer identifier corresponding to the partial PDN con-
nections; receiving, by the network device 161, the sec-
ond message; sending, by the network device 161, a
request message to the UE 163 for instructing the UE
163 to reestablish the partial PDN connections, where
the request message carries a default bearer identifier
that is used to indicate the partial PDN connections; and
initiating, by the UE 163, a PDN connection establish-
ment procedure to reestablish the partial PDN connec-
tions; or,
when the network device 161 locally deletes the partial
PDN connections of the UE 163 related to the fault, send-
ing, by the S-GW 162, a third message to the network
device 161; receiving, by the network device 161, the
third message; sending, by the network device 161, a
paging message carrying a second identifier to the UE,
where the paging message carrying a second identifier
is used to instruct the UE 163 to perform a service request
procedure and reestablish the partial PDN connections;
and after receiving the paging message carrying a sec-
ond identifier, performing, by the UE 163, a service re-
quest procedure and reestablishing the partial PDN con-
nections.
[0130] The embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a system for processing device faults. After a fault
occurs on a network device, a serving gateway S-GW,
upon receiving a connection deletion request message
carrying an FQ-CSID, locally deletes or retains a PDN
connection related to the FQ-CSID, and instructs, by
sending a first message or a second message or a third
message to the network device, the network device to
trigger the UE to initiate an attach procedure or to perform
a PDN connection reestablishment procedure or a serv-
ice request procedure triggered by a network side. The
network device triggers the UE to initiate an attach pro-
cedure, so that the UE initiates an attach procedure to
reestablish all PDN connections of the UE; or the network
device performs a PDN connection reestablishment pro-
cedure or a service request procedure triggered by the
network side for triggering the UE to reestablish partial
PDN connections of the UE related to the device fault.

In this way, the UE may be informed to recover the PDN
connections related to the device fault in a timely manner,
thereby implementing timely recovery of PDN connec-
tions related to the device fault and improving user’s serv-
ice experience.
[0131] The foregoing descriptions are merely exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention, but are not
intended to limit the protection scope of the present in-
vention. Any variation or replacement made by persons
skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed in
the present invention shall fall within the protection scope
of the present invention. Therefore, the protection scope
of the present invention shall be subject to the claims.

Claims

1. A method for processing device faults, comprising:

receiving a connection deletion request mes-
sage sent by a network device in the case of a
fault, wherein the connection deletion request
message comprises a global packet data net-
work connection identifier FQ-CSID;
locally deleting a packet data network PDN con-
nection related to the FQ-CSID, or retaining a
PDN connection related to the FQ-CSID and re-
ceiving downlink data corresponding to the PDN
connection; and
performing a network-triggered service recov-
ery procedure.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the per-
forming a network-triggered service recovery proce-
dure comprises:

when determining, according to the FQ-CSID,
that all PDN connections of a user equipment
UE related to the fault are locally deleted by the
network device, sending a first message to the
network device, for instructing the network de-
vice to trigger the UE to initiate an attach proce-
dure; and
when determining, according to the FQ-CSID,
that partial PDN connections of the UE related
to the fault are locally deleted by the network
device, sending a second message to the net-
work device for instructing the network device
to perform a PDN connection reestablishment
procedure, or sending a third message to the
network device for instructing the network de-
vice to perform a network-triggered service re-
quest procedure.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the send-
ing a first message to the network device, for instruct-
ing the network device to trigger the UE to initiate an
attach procedure comprises:
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sending the first message to the network device;
receiving, by the network device, the first mes-
sage;
sending, by the network device, a paging mes-
sage carrying a first identifier to the UE, for trig-
gering the UE to initiate the attach procedure;
and
initiating, by the UE, the attach procedure.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the send-
ing a second message to the network device, for
instructing the network device to perform a PDN con-
nection reestablishment procedure comprises:

sending the second message to the network de-
vice, wherein the second message carries a de-
fault bearer identifier corresponding to the par-
tial PDN connections;
receiving, by the network device, the second
message;
sending, by the network device, a request mes-
sage to the UE for instructing the UE to reestab-
lish the partial PDN connections, wherein the
request message carries the default bearer
identifier being used to indicate the partial PDN
connections; and
initiating, by the UE, the PDN connection estab-
lishment procedure to reestablish the partial
PDN connections.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein before the
network device sends a request message to the UE
for instructing the UE to reestablish the partial PDN
connections, the method further comprises:

when the UE is in idle state, changing, by the
network device, the UE from idle state to con-
nected state.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the chang-
ing, by the network device, the UE from idle state to
connected state comprises:

sending, by the network device, a paging mes-
sage carrying a second identifier to the UE; and
after receiving the paging message carrying the
second identifier, performing, by the UE, a serv-
ice request procedure.

7. The method according to claim 2, wherein the send-
ing a third message to the network device for instruct-
ing the network device to perform a network-trig-
gered service request procedure comprises:

sending the third message to the network de-
vice;
receiving, by the network device, the third mes-
sage;

sending, by the network device, a paging mes-
sage carrying a second identifier to the UE; and
after receiving the paging message carrying the
second identifier, performing, by the UE, a serv-
ice request procedure and reestablishing the
partial PDN connections.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the per-
forming, by the UE, a service request procedure and
establishing the partial PDN connections comprises:

performing, by the UE, bearer synchronization
with the network device and determining the par-
tial PDN connections; and
initiating, by the UE, a PDN connection estab-
lishment procedure to reestablish the partial
PDN connections.

9. The method according to claim 7, wherein before the
network device sends a paging message carrying a
second identifier to the UE, the method further com-
prises:

when the UE is in connected state, changing,
by the network device, the UE from connected
state to idle state.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the chang-
ing, by the network device, the UE from connected
state to idle state comprises:

carrying instruction information in the third mes-
sage, wherein the instruction information is used
to trigger the network device to change the UE
from connected state to idle state.

11. The method according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the
changing, by the network device, the UE from con-
nected state to idle state comprises:

if the network device is a mobility management
entity MME, releasing an S 1 connection; and
if the network device is a serving general packet
radio service support node SGSN, releasing an
Iu connection.

12. A serving gateway S-GW, comprising:

a first receiving unit, configured to receive a con-
nection deletion request message sent by a net-
work device in the case of a fault, wherein the
connection deletion request message compris-
es a global packet data network connection
identifier FQ-CSID;
a connection processing unit, configured to lo-
cally delete a packet data network PDN connec-
tion related to the FQ-CSID, or retain a PDN
connection related to the FQ-CSID and receive
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downlink data corresponding to the PDN con-
nection; and
a service recovering unit, configured to perform
a network-triggered service recovery proce-
dure.

13. The S-GW according to claim 12, wherein the service
recovering unit comprises:

a determining subunit, configured to determine,
according to the FQ-CSID, whether all PDN con-
nections of a user equipment UE related to the
fault are locally deleted by the network device
or partial PDN connections of the UE related to
the fault are locally deleted by the network de-
vice; and
an executing subunit, configured to: send, when
the determining subunit determines that all PDN
connections of the UE are locally deleted by the
network device, a first message to the network
device for instructing the network device to trig-
ger the UE to initiate an attach procedure;
send, when the determining subunit determines
that partial PDN connections of the UE are lo-
cally deleted by the network device, a second
message to the network device for instructing
the network device to perform a PDN connection
reestablishment procedure, wherein the second
message carries a default bearer identifier cor-
responding to the partial PDN connections; or
send a third message to the network device for
instructing the network device to perform a net-
work-triggered service request procedure.

14. A network device, comprising a sending unit and at
least one of a first receiving execution unit, a second
receiving execution unit, and a third receiving exe-
cution unit, wherein:

the sending unit is configured to send a connec-
tion deletion request message to a serving gate-
way S-GW in the case of a fault, wherein the
connection deletion request message compris-
es a global packet data network connection
identifier FQ-CSID;
the first receiving execution unit is configured to
receive, when all packet data network PDN con-
nections of a user equipment UE related to the
fault are locally deleted, a first message sent by
the S-GW, and trigger the UE to initiate an attach
procedure;
the second receiving execution unit is config-
ured to receive, when partial PDN connections
of the UE related to the fault are locally deleted,
a second message sent by the S-GW, and per-
form a PDN connection reestablishment proce-
dure; and
the third receiving execution unit is configured

to receive, when partial PDN connections of the
UE related to the fault are locally deleted, a third
message sent by the S-GW, and perform a net-
work-triggered service request procedure.

15. The network device according to claim 14, wherein:

the first receiving execution unit comprises a first
receiving module and a first executing module:

wherein the first receiving module is config-
ured to receive the first message sent by
the S-GW; and
the first executing module is configured to
send a paging message carrying a first iden-
tifier to the UE, for triggering the UE to ini-
tiate an attach procedure;
the second receiving execution unit com-
prises a second receiving module and a
second executing module:

wherein the second receiving module is config-
ured to receive the second message sent by the
S-GW, wherein the second message carries a
default bearer identifier corresponding to the
partial PDN connections; and
the second executing module is configured to
send a request message to the UE for instructing
the UE to reestablish the partial PDN connec-
tions, wherein the request message carries the
default bearer identifier being used to indicate
the partial PDN connections; and
the third receiving execution unit comprises a
third receiving module and a third executing
module:

wherein the third receiving module is con-
figured to receive the third message sent by
the S-GW; and
the third executing module is configured to
send a paging message carrying a second
identifier to the UE, wherein the paging mes-
sage is used to instruct the UE to perform
a service request procedure and reestablish
the partial PDN connections.

16. The network device according to claim 14, wherein:

the second receiving execution unit further com-
prises:

an idle-to-connected module, configured to
change, before the second executing mod-
ule sends the request message to the UE
for instructing the UE to reestablish the par-
tial PDN connections, the UE from idle state
to connected state when the UE is in idle
state; and
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the third receiving execution unit further
comprises:

a connected-to-idle module, configured to
change, before the third executing module
sends the paging message carrying a second
identifier to the UE, the UE from connected state
to idle state when the UE is in connected state.

17. The network device according to claim 16, wherein:

the third message received by the third receiving
module carries instruction information, wherein
the instruction information is used to trigger the
connected-to-idle module to change the UE
from connected state to idle state.

18. The network device according to claim 16 or 17,
wherein: the idle-to-connected module is configured
to send, before the second executing module sends
the request message to the UE for instructing the
UE to reestablish the partial PDN connections, the
paging message carrying a second identifier to the
UE when the UE is in idle state, wherein the paging
message carrying a second identifier is used to in-
struct the UE to perform a service request procedure;
receive the request message for performing the serv-
ice request procedure sent by the UE after receiving
the paging message, so that the UE changes from
idle state to connected state;
if the network device is an MME, the connected-to-
idle module is configured to release, before the third
executing module sends the paging message carry-
ing a second identifier to the UE, an S1 connection
when the UE is in connected state so that the UE
changes from connected state to idle state; and
if the network device is an SGSN, the connected-to-
idle module is configured to release, before the third
executing module sends the paging message carry-
ing a second identifier to the UE, an Iu connection
when the UE is in connected state so that the UE
changes from connected state to idle state.

19. A user equipment UE, comprising:

a receiving unit and an executing unit, wherein:

the receiving unit is configured to receive a
paging message carrying a second identifi-
er sent by a network device; and
the executing unit is configured to perform
a service request procedure and reestablish
a PDN connection.

20. The UE according to claim 19, wherein the executing
unit comprises:

a synchronizing module, configured to perform

bearer synchronization with the network device
and determine the PDN connection that need to
be reestablished; and
a reestablishing module, configured to initiate a
PDN connection establishment procedure to re-
establish the PDN connection that need to be
reestablished.

21. A system for processing device faults, comprising a
network device and a serving gateway S-GW,
wherein:

the network device is configured to send a con-
nection deletion request message in the case of
a fault, wherein the connection deletion request
message comprises a global packet data net-
work connection identifier FQ-CSID; and
the S-GW is configured to receive the connec-
tion deletion request message, locally delete a
packet data network PDN connection related to
the FQ-CSID, or retain a PDN connection relat-
ed to the FQ-CSID and receive downlink data
sent by a packet data network gateway P-GW
and corresponding to the PDN connection, and
perform a network-triggered service recovery
procedure.

22. The system according to claim 21, further comprising
a user equipment UE, wherein:

the performing a network-triggered service re-
covery procedure comprises:

when the network device locally deletes all
PDN connections of the UE related to the
fault, sending, by the S-GW, a first message
to the network device; receiving, by the net-
work device, the first message; sending, by
the network device, a paging message car-
rying a first identifier to the UE, for triggering
the UE to initiate an attach procedure; and
initiating, by the UE, the attach procedure;
or
when the network device locally deletes
partial PDN connections of the UE related
to the fault, sending, by the S-GW, a second
message to the network device, wherein the
second message carries a default bearer
identifier corresponding to the partial PDN
connections; receiving, by the network de-
vice, the second message; sending, by the
network device, a request message to the
UE for instructing the UE to reestablish the
partial PDN connections, wherein the re-
quest message carries a default bearer
identifier being used to indicate the partial
PDN connections; and initiating, by the UE,
a PDN connection establishment procedure
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to reestablish the partial PDN connections;
or
when the network device locally deletes
partial PDN connections of the UE related
to the fault, sending, by the S-GW, a third
message to the network device; receiving,
by the network device, the third message;
sending, by the network device, a paging
message carrying a second identifier to the
UE; and after receiving the paging message
carrying a second identifier, performing, by
the UE, a service request procedure and
reestablishing the partial PDN connections.
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